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Briefing Note 

“Ian Nelson Walk” 
 

Item 8 for Council on 28 January 2021 
 
 
Introduction and Background  
 
Ian Nelson was a great friend of Hurstpierpoint and sadly passed away early in 2020.  He used to lead 
heritage walks around Hurstpierpoint and groups would be regaled with interesting stories of the 
history of the village. He would start his walks at Little Park on Trinity Road, at one end of the twitten 
near the Health Centre, stopping first at Ribbetts Cottages, then directly into the heart of the village 
high-street opposite Cards Place.  Ian would tell people: 
 

“Situated in the twitten leading northwards out of the high-street are eight dwellings, now known 
as Ribbetts Cottages since at least the 1851 census, when they were the first properties in 
Hurstpierpoint to be numbered precisely, making the task of accurately allocating families to 
houses a very simple one. In 1841 the cottages were called North cottages and were un-numbered, 
but ten years later they were the first to be so identified, at least fifty years before the properties 
in the High Street itself. 
 
These eight cottages (five parallel to the pathway; three at right angles, now converted into one 
dwelling) were built in the first half of the nineteenth century, probably to house workers servicing 
both Little Park to the north and Trumpkins in the High Street, as the census return shows a 
preponderance of agricultural labourers among the occupants. “ 

 
A memorial bench was also installed on the Village Garden facing the Church and Compton House, 
Ian’s Home, beyond it, in his memory in November 2020, funded by his family.  A film of one of his 
walks was placed on You Tube, with the approval of his family, for those who have not yet seen it.   
 
Naming the Footpath 63Hu – High Street (Truffles) to Trinity Road (The Glebe) 
 
In Ian’s memory a local resident has suggested, with the support of the Hurstpierpoint Society, that a 
fitting tribute would be to name the above footpath in his memory the “Ian Nelson Walk”.  This is 
purely a local, informal naming of the footpath and this will not affect the postal addresses of the 
properties. 
 
The matter was discussed at the Strategic Policy & Resources Panel on 1 June 2020 and the Planning 
& Environment Committee on 4 June 2020 (Minute) P&E20/21.008 where it was resolved that the 
committee supported the resident’s suggestion that the twitten running between the Health Centre 
and the High Street be named after Ian Nelson. However, the majority of members are of the view 
that Ian Nelson Walk was preferable to Nelsons Walk. 
 
Consultation 
 
The Clerk wrote to the residents of 119A and 121A High Street, The Hollies (formerly No. 1-3) and No. 
4-8 Ribbetts Cottages to consult them on the suggestion.  Two follow up letters were sent to those 
who had not responded. The responses received to date are shown below: 
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Property  Response 

No. 1-3 “The Hollies” No response. 

No. 4 Agreed. 

No. 5 Objects to Name. The twitten was originally the only access to Ribbetts cottages 
(originally North Cottages) from the high street. It also provided village residents 
access to the village bowling green and the farmland beyond. I have no objection to 
naming the twitten and in doing so may aid the many delivery staff desperately 
trying to find our cottages. However I object to your proposal. A more appropriate 
name and relevance to the village history could perhaps be "Ribbetts Twitten" (way 
or walk), North walk etc. 

No. 6 Objects to Name. I believe that the twitten should have a name. A name that 
reflects the area and its history. May I suggest- Ribbetts Twitten, North Twitten, 
Bowling Green Twitten or Little Park Twitten.  There may be others too but not "Ian 
Nelson Walk". It would not be a fitting tribute to name a few yards of pathway after 
Ian. He deserves something much more worthy. Maybe a crowdfunded blue plaque 
on his home or on a public building in the village.  I do hope that maybe the village 
could be asked for ideas. A bit of imagination could come up with something much 
more worthy than a named path. 

No. 7 Agreed. 

No. 8 Agreed. 

119A/122A 
High Street 

Flats above Truffles - No response. 

 
Support was confirmed from the Health Centre, The Anchor Hanover Group which owns The Glebe, 
and both the owners of Truffles Bakery and Hampers Delicatessen.  Any signage could be erected on 
walls belonging to Truffles Bakery and The Glebe (please see Annex A) and be subject to an agreement 
regarding future maintenance and liabilities. 
 
West Sussex County Council Consultation  
 
The WSCC Highways, Transport & Planning Team were also consulted and confirmed: 
 
• The path would still be officially recognised by WSCC as FP63Hu for both maintenance and 

reporting processes and the re-naming would be more of a case for recognition of the gentleman’s 
work around the area at a local level. 

• WSCC would not provide, erect or carry any responsibility for any signage that was erected to 
reflect the “unofficial” name of this route. Any future maintenance must be undertaken by a third 
party (in cases where a structure exists on a PROW it is the landowners responsibility to maintain 
it) and WSCC would carry no liability for this. This also leads to the need for the landowner to be in 
agreement to erect any signs on their land. 

• Location of any signage would need to be carefully considered. Any signage erected could not 
restrict the existing width or obstruct the public footpath in any way otherwise it could be 
considered an obstruction under the Highways Act 1980. 

• If any damage is caused to the existing path surface as part of the works to erect these signs then 
it must be reinstated to the standard of the surface prior to the works being carried out. 

• I would advise that when it is clear what sort of sign they are considering and where they would 
like to put it that they make sure the landowner is in agreement and we are contacted with details 
before any works take place. The details can be considered in more detail at this time and a 
discussion had if necessary regarding location and design so we make sure works don’t take place 
that may lead to a need to undo any hard work anyone has undertaken. 
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Recommendation 
 
Members are therefore asked to note the feedback to the proposal to name footpath 63Hu (High 
Street (Truffles) to Trinity Road (The Glebe)) the “Ian Nelson Walk” and consider  

i) agreeing the informal naming of the footpath subject to agreements with the landowners 

and WSCC; 

ii) purchasing two signs at a cost of £168+VAT for two and installing them in-house, and  

iii) inviting the Hurstpierpoint Society to fund the costs.   

RECOMMENDATION: That Council resolves to: 
 

i. Agree the informal naming of the footpath the “Ian Nelson Walk”; 
ii. Contact WSCC to ensure works are agreed with them;  

iii. Agree legal documents with landowners Truffles Bakery and The Anchor Hanover Group to 
erect signs on their walls; and 

iv. Purchase signs and install them in-house at a cost of £168+VAT. 
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Annex A 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 


